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another huge difference here is the resolution of the map. admittedly, that
might not matter much to advance wars fans (you know, the ones who play

it on the gcn rather than the psp), but in world conquerer x, youll be
experiencing each turn through a zoomed-in view of the entire map, which

changes according to the zoom level you have in the game. to keep things a
bit more mobile, world conqueror x also supports resolutions up to 4k, but

youll have to either build your own special graphics card or borrow one from
a friend. otherwise, theres little question that the 16:9 widescreen is
actually the perfect widescreen for world conqueror x, and youll be

surprised just how easy it is to see and work with all the detail on the
screen. finally, just in case you stillre not sure if world conquerer x is for
you, there are controls in the game that allow you to select from simple

attacks that all units can take, or select specific actions for tanks, airborne,
or artillery units. not only does this mean you can do things such as running

away or repairing units, but world conquerer x also allows you to issue
orders to individual units (be it attacking the nearest enemy, launching a

missile, or carrying out a repair). world conquerer x also features turn
timers, so you wont have to suffer through a lengthy pause as you move
units around a map. theres a huge number of game modes, ranging from
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standard map campaigns (each playable with up to two players on each
side) to objective-based special modes, to a new mode that allows you to
see how the conflict played out in real-time, and also to write down any of

the relevant historical data yourself. while theres no doubt that some
gamers will find the historical footnotes a bit tedious, for those seeking a

game with a bit of substance, world conquerer x still remains a compelling
title.
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